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Gilski Offers Impressive Sales and Leadership Experience as New Regional Sales 

Manager for Anderson & Vreeland 

 
 
 
Bryan, OH - The appointment of Anthony Gilski as Midwest Regional Sales Manager for 

Anderson & Vreeland, Inc., leading manufacturer and distributor of flexographic plate 

processing equipment and materials, is announced by Bill Bower, Director of Sales. 

          “Tony’s leadership skills, plus his ability to motivate and mentor talent is perfect 

for his role as Regional Sales Manager for A&V, reinforcing our mission to provide 

solutions to the flexo market. His long-standing commitment to his previous employer 

and customers demonstrates a level of dedication that can only benefit A&V and our 

customers,” said Bower. 

       In his new position, Gilski will lead Anderson & Vreeland’s sales and support team 

offering flexo prepress equipment, material and software solutions for customers 

throughout the Midwestern United States.  He will also focus on developing new 

business opportunities as Anderson & Vreeland expands its product offering to help 



customers achieve success. 

      Prior to joining Anderson & Vreeland, Gilski worked for The Pitman Company in 

various sales and leadership positions for over 30 years. He is widely recognized for his 

leadership skills and ability to develop talent of his co-workers.   

 

About Anderson & Vreeland, Inc.  

Founded in 1961, Anderson & Vreeland has earned an international reputation as a 

leading provider of flexo prepress solutions for the graphic arts industry. The company 

offers a “systems” approach to conducting business by evaluating customer needs and 

offering the best solutions in the form of equipment, materials, training, and technology 

tailored for each customer.  A&V supports these solutions with over 50 years of 

experience and a staff of technical sales representatives thoroughly knowledgeable 

about the fine points of flexo. The company’s substantial flexo experience and technical 

support sets it apart from other prepress suppliers. This experience and support results 

in smoother and easier integration of technical advancements affecting flexo prepress. 

Further information is available on the web at www.AndersonVreeland.com.     
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(Photo – Anthony Gilski appointed Midwest Regional Sales Manager for Anderson & 

Vreeland, Inc.) 

 


